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It wasn’t until the January 2008 
Surf Expo that we began to see sup 
board and paddles featured more 
prominently by industry pioneers 
Hobie, Kialoa and Surftech, and 
Tropical Blends’ Jim Hayes and 
shaper PJ Johnson of Kane Garden 
also had booths with sup boards 
on display, as did noted Florida 
surfboard shaper Ricky Carroll, who 
sported one of his hand-shaped 
giant sup boards leaning against the 
back of his booth. Even a year or 
two later, many companies admitted 
they had no idea sup would be worth 

the effort, but to hedge their bets 
they displayed a board or two at the 
show to see how surf and kayak 
shop owners would respond. Today, 
standup paddling is center stage at 
Surf Expo, and the running comment 
among industry leaders is “they 
should change the show’s name to 
Sup Expo.”

So it’s been 10 years! Standup 
Journal celebrates our sport’s first 
decade by asking a smattering of 
sup pioneers about those early days 
and why they thought a sport that 

didn’t really even exist was worth 
the risk…why they stepped forward 
to spend money for tooling, molds, 
design brain cells and their ability to 
put food on their family’s tables. Fair 
warning: we tried to include every 
sup industry leader possible, but we 
did miss some important pioneers. 
I apologize for that, but you will find 
that these replies cover the ground 
well as we push into the next decade 
of progress with the most exciting 
sport to emerge in decades…a sport, 
to quote Laird Hamilton, that’s “too 
stupid to not go huge.” -Clay
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March 2005—It was a blustery afternoon in South Beach 
Miami. Onshore winds were flexing their muscles, 
leaving the white sands absent of most people. It was 
this day that would bring my first exposure to a new 
watersport that would change my life. I was packing up 
my surf lesson boards (I’d started “SoBe Surf” in 2002 
while serving as a chaplain for 3 national championship 
baseball and football teams at the University of Miami), 
when my waterman friend Rick Arango came walking 
out with a lifeguard rescue board and a long, handmade 
wooden paddle from Hawaii. 

Rick had just come back from visiting Laird Hamilton 
and family on Maui, and he was stoked about this new 
thing that was evolving there: a sport called standup 
paddleboarding. I had to try it. Even with the high winds 
and choppy water, after one lap around the swim buoy 
and two quick falls along the way, I was in love…and my 
beautiful 10-plus-year relationship with sup had begun! 

His first run started at Hookipa to Kanaha. I had fun watching him. We 
made it in a couple hours. He hated it. He told me it sucked and went 
back to windsurfing and killing it. Connor was the only kid that would 
do all the windsurfing disciplines, and he was winning and having fun. 
But it was only a matter of time: Before long, Connor was having a 
blast standup paddling. And then competing and then winning!
Standup is not just a sport for everyone, it is the best workout you can 
do. It’s good for your body and mind. The sport has opened up doors 
for all ages. There are so many adventures that you can do. And now 
inflatables are a great way to take your sup on airplanes and travel to 
anywhere you can paddle.

2017? I want to do more and more Eco Boat tours on my boat. My 
boat is set up to carry boards and explore. Adventure tours! And, I 
want to get in even better shape by paddling more.

Biggest surprise? How fast it’s growing. And how cool it is to go 
paddling anywhere. -Keith

MOMMA KAREN BAXTER: By the age of 14, Connor was 
comfortable and charging downwinders with all the big boys. I have a 
photo that I took of Connor with his orange board when he was about 
14 years old. And if you look closely at the photo you will see Livio 
[Menalu], Mark [Raaphorst] and Jeremy [Riggs]: all the heroes of the 
day ready to launch for a downwinder from Maliko, and Connor is the 
only kid! He was a natural when it came to reading the ocean and 
catching bumps. 

Ashley got into the downwind scene, but in the end she loves sup 
surfing. She is so beautiful to watch in the waves, where she always 
loves to cut off her dad, all in fun! Her involvement in our community, 
helping children, volunteering in so many special events and 
introducing sup is just awesome. I am so very proud of her.

As for Keith and me, we were the distributors for Starboard here in 
Hawaii for windsurfing equipment. So in 2008 we started distributing 
their sups. Back then I don’t think any of us expected it to grow so 
fast. Keith and I are very fortunate to be involved with Starboard 
and this fantastic sport of standup paddling. It’s safe to say that our 
family is very involved in this sport. From distributing, to competing, to 
community, to just loving to do it, we are 100 percent involved in sup.

2017? Just to get out in the water more and work a little less!

Biggest surprise? The biggest surprise is how diverse this sport is, 
how fast it has grown, and that it has captured the attention of people 
of all ages. What other sport can boast all of this? And I am looking 
forward to being involved in this sport for another 10-plus years!  

-Karen

The Last 10 Years of Standup Paddling Through My East Coast Eyes
By Girard Middleton

2016: Standup paddling has arrived
I’m sitting in my dream paddleboard shop on 
Merritt Island (SoBe Surf & Paddle) selling tons 
of standup paddleboards. We have a private 
launch into the Banana River Aquatic Preserve 
just down the street where we do sup manatee 
tours, and provide lessons and rentals. Bald 
eagles sit in the trees just outside my kitchen 
window. My amazing wife, Kristine, whom I 
met while in Hawaii for the 2012 Olukai Maliko 
Downwind Run (highly recommend...epic event!) 
is carrying our first child, conceived on a sup 
surf trip to Bali. We have the best shop dog ever 
(Kona), and our baby girl (no name yet) is on the 
way…and to top it off, I’m writing this story for 
Standup Journal. 

“His first run started at Hookipa to Kanaha…
he hated it. He told me it sucked. But it was only 

a matter of time. He tried new board designs 
and smaller paddle blades, and before long 

Connor was having a blast standup paddling.”
-Keith Baxter on his and Connor’s first ever semi-Maliko 
run: 2 hours of pure hell for 13-year old Connor Karen Baxter, one of the hottest tickets on the 80s women’s 

competitive windsurf race scene.

(Left) Girard teaching Bridget for a 2008 episode 
of the Travel Channel’s “Bridget’s Sexiest 
Beaches” segment. (Here) It’s a good thing 
Middleton discovered sup when he did. In 2006, 
he would use his new sup board and paddle to 
save the lives of 2 drowning young men.
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March 2005—It was a blustery afternoon in South Beach 
Miami. Onshore winds were flexing their muscles, 
leaving the white sands absent of most people. It was 
this day that would bring my first exposure to a new 
watersport that would change my life. I was packing up 
my surf lesson boards (I’d started “SoBe Surf” in 2002 
while serving as a chaplain for 3 national championship 
baseball and football teams at the University of Miami), 
when my waterman friend Rick Arango came walking 
out with a lifeguard rescue board and a long, handmade 
wooden paddle from Hawaii. 

Rick had just come back from visiting Laird Hamilton 
and family on Maui, and he was stoked about this new 
thing that was evolving there: a sport called standup 
paddleboarding. I had to try it. Even with the high winds 
and choppy water, after one lap around the swim buoy 
and two quick falls along the way, I was in love…and my 
beautiful 10-plus-year relationship with sup had begun! 

We do this sport because we love it, and we happen to be good 
enough to make it our job, so why not be the example in this world 
of healthy competition. Of course we should always strive to be our 
best, but it happens to be so much more fun when you’re competing 
against yourself, rather than competing against others. I think it’s 
important to be pushed and motivated, but to never take it to heart; 
instead, you should be thankful that that person is challenging you 
and in turn helping you become a better, faster, more equipped 
paddler—or whatever sport or venture you choose. Watching 
sup grow in front of my eyes has been a beautiful journey. It has 
connected unreal athletes and people, and I couldn’t be happier to be 
a part of it. 

Plans for 2017? There are so many mind-boggling opportunities 
on the horizon; it’s been difficult narrowing them down! The biggest 
and most exciting project I’ve been working on is about eliminating 
plastics from our ocean. My partner Jeremy McKane and I have 
created LUCID. In basic terms, it’s an Art Installation controlled by 
your mind, where your positive and negative frequencies drive the 
presentation. Our purpose is to create positive imagery, to create 
a positive outcome. Another part of our project is called FOUND; 

we’ve collected interesting plastics from beaches in Hawaii and are 
in the process of selling them as art in their original form. We’ve 
also created stories as if we were the trash to create a connection to 
humans as though it has emotions and feelings. Our mission is to tell 
a story for this exquisite ocean that we love so much: to help save 
our Playground for the future generations so they can experience 
the beauty and solitude it has brought, and continues to bring, to our 
lives. 

To start off the year, we’ll have our 4th annual XOXO event, where 
we give back to a group of Maui girls and teach them to sup and 
surf. XOXO is an organization that brings together very young girls 
from shelters who have not had the opportunity to surf or sup. The 
day, more than anything, is about empowering young girls to find 
their passion in life, reach for the stars, and chase it until it’s in their 
grasp. Paddle Imua is always one of my favorite events; they help 
raise money for Camp Imua, which is a week-long experience for kids 
with special needs. Sup paddler Andrea Moller, with a group of pro 
athletes, is in the process of organizing a more regular schedule to 
get these kids comfortable on the water. 

My brother and I are working on putting together a fun kids’ sup clinic; 
hopefully by next year it’ll be the start of an annual event. This is just 
a little glimpse of what to expect in the coming year. There are so 
many exhilarating projects and events in the works. I can’t wait to 
share more with you all!

Biggest surprise? What’s so wonderful and intriguing about sup is 
that it ends up attracting a variety of people in places you would never 
expect a paddler to come from, in turn connecting an interesting and 
diverse group of individuals. -Ashley

POPS KEITH BAXTER: Well, I started thinking about board paddling 
in 2006 or 2007. It was not called sup then. One day I saw Laird 
Hamilton paddling from Hookipa Beach Park to Kanaha Beach 
Park. That looked cool. Having kids, you have to think of new things 
to do. So finally, when Connor was 13, I got him to try the first 
prototype sup from Starboard, his windsurf sponsor. He didn’t like it. 
It was just too big of a board for him, and the paddle blade was too 
big as well. So Mark Raaphorst made Connor a custom downwind 
board. Connor was small and light, so he needed something custom 
back then. It was 12 feet long, really narrow and very light. And it was 
bright orange.

The Last 10 Years of Standup Paddling Through My East Coast Eyes
By Girard Middleton

2016: Standup paddling has arrived
I’m sitting in my dream paddleboard shop on 
Merritt Island (SoBe Surf & Paddle) selling tons 
of standup paddleboards. We have a private 
launch into the Banana River Aquatic Preserve 
just down the street where we do sup manatee 
tours, and provide lessons and rentals. Bald 
eagles sit in the trees just outside my kitchen 
window. My amazing wife, Kristine, whom I 
met while in Hawaii for the 2012 Olukai Maliko 
Downwind Run (highly recommend...epic event!) 
is carrying our first child, conceived on a sup 
surf trip to Bali. We have the best shop dog ever 
(Kona), and our baby girl (no name yet) is on the 
way…and to top it off, I’m writing this story for 
Standup Journal. 

(Left) Girard teaching Bridget for a 2008 episode 
of the Travel Channel’s “Bridget’s Sexiest 
Beaches” segment. (Here) It’s a good thing 
Middleton discovered sup when he did. In 2006, 
he would use his new sup board and paddle to 
save the lives of 2 drowning young men.

I remember this day so vividly. I bought a Costco box of Reese’s 
Peanut Butter Cups and kidded Connor that if he won the M2M 
[Maui to Molokai] crossing, he could have as many as he wanted 
(I did not usually let him eat chocolate, but I knew Reese’s was 
his favorite). I never thought he would actually beat those 4 
guys—and WIN. He crossed the finish line 30 seconds in front of 
Ekolu. As he crossed the line, he yelled to me, ‘I get those Reese’s 
Cups!’ Ekolu looked at him and said, “Reese’s Cups? You just won 
$4,000!” Connor was more interested in the candy! Honest story! 
Epic Day!” -Karen
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(Above) With his dad by his side: Middleton’s first paddles were a father/son collaboration, made of cypress and mahogany in his dad’s wood shop. 
(Below) As team chaplain, Girard led the prayer immediately after the University of Miami baseball squad clinched the 1999 NCAA World Series title.

barbados

I’ll be heading up to Wrightsville Beach this weekend 
to be Head Judge of another pro sup surf contest. 
Presently, my photo is being used by the Space 
Coast Office of Tourism on billboards throughout the 
Southeastern United States, and I’m appearing in Delta’s 
Sky Magazine this month, suping with my dog Kona. I’m 
pondering how standup paddling has been an incredible 
force for good in my life. And I’m feeling so blessed to be 
a first-generation sup athlete and businessman on this 
side of the world. Perhaps the 
most surprising thing to me 
about this sport/industry as I 
reflect on the last 10 years is 
the amazing human beings 
sup has attracted, and how it 
has positively affected their 
lives and legacies, as it has 
mine. 

I appreciate the many 
landmark experiences and 
events I’ve been fortunate 
enough to be a part of in the birthing 
and development of the sport here, 
as well as the amazing watermen and women I’ve 
become friends with through unique shared paddling 
experiences—not only some of the best athletes of 
the world, but also amazing characters. The Standup 
Paddle Athlete Community tends to be the most good-
hearted, soul surfing, family-friendly people on Earth. 
Such a positive crowd is inspiring to be around—from 
Gerry Lopez to Rob Rojas and the Schweitzers, Lennys, 
Baxters, Walshes, Chings, Stallas, and Freitas to the 
great east coast sup stars like Sean Poynter, Georgio 
and Izzi Gomez, Kieran and Fisher Grant, and so many 
other sup families and treasured friends I’ve watched 
grow up in the sport and in character.

2005: Waiting for the Sup Crowds to Show
Being in the sport so early presented some challenges, 
but also many unique opportunities…the following words 
are a brief story of the first years of East Coast sup 
through my eyes, with a few historical highlights and 
photos along the way. 

In 2005 I knew of no one producing sup equipment, other 
than handmade boards and paddles special ordered and 
shipped from Hawaii…out of my budget for sure. I called 
every traditional canoe paddle manufacturer in the lower 
48 I could find, asking if they could make me paddles 
longer than 5’6” (the longest I could find in stores at that 
time). No company wanted to waste their time trying, so 
my dad and I began making our own in his wood shop; 
first out of cypress, then cedar...then, as we were in the 

middle of making a mahogany 
paddle, production paddles 
and boards became available 
(2006/7). 

I received a call from Deano 
Kiyohara, C4-Waterman’s rep 
who had heard I was suping in 
Miami and promoting the sport 
through my business. C4 had 
just set up a distributorship in 
Sarasota with Juan Rodrigues 
and his business partner. Soon 
after, I was set up with three 
of C-4 Waterman’s first-run 

boards and paddles, using them in my business and to 
surf and train on. Every day I would either paddle out 
to the 2-mile anchor buoy and back or cruise along the 
beach. 

“I called every traditional 
paddle manufacturer in the 

lower 48 that I could find, asking 
if they could make me paddles 
longer than 5’6”…no company 

wanted to waste its time.”
-Girard on trying to find a sup paddle in 2005
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One of my most consequential memories happened late 
one afternoon while out for a workout paddle along Miami 
Beach just after the lifeguards went off duty. I heard a 
strange gurgling noise off shore…two college-age boys 
were taking their last breath of life, too exhausted to 
call for help or even raise a hand. I paddled over and 
loaded them on my sup and got them to shore where 
they spit up loads of seawater. It seems that one didn’t 
know how to swim and the other had tried to rescue him, 
and both almost drowned. The emergence of standup 
paddleboarding certainly made a difference in their lives!

I competed in the first two East Coast sup ocean races 
(that I know of) in early 2007: the first in a calm ocean, 
and the second in and out 
of head high surf. The US 
Lifeguard Association added 
sup as an exhibition class 
to their competitions. I won 
both races on a 10’6” C-4 
Waterman sup surf model, 
immediately becoming 
addicted to the total gut 
check of pushing through the 
pain of an all-out distance 
race and using all my waterman skills for the race in and 
out of surf. Competing in sup races has continued to 
positively affect my mental toughness in all aspects of my 
life since. 

Meanwhile, sup competitions began to emerge in central 
Florida. In 2007, John Hughes added sup racing as an 
exhibition class to Cocoa Beach Surf Museum’s Florida 
State Paddle Board Championship during the Easter 
Surf Fest. Then, in 2008, sup was added as an official 
division. 

2008 also marked the beginning of East Coast sup 
surfing competitions. Again, the Cocoa Beach Surf 
Museum blazed the trail adding our new sport to their 7th 
Annual Waterman’s Challenge Event, directed by Matt 
Bellina. Surf legends and visionaries Rich and Phil Selig 

added sup surfing to the National Kidney Foundation’s 
NKF Pro/Am Surf Fest on Labor Day, 2008 (the largest 
non-profit surf competition on Earth). I competed in both 
these events in 2009 after making the move to central 
Florida, and I have been directing the sup surf portion of 
the NKF event since 2011. 

Connecting with Other Early Sup’ers
Some of the central Florida sup athlete pioneers include 
Chip Bock, who competed in some of the first sup races 
and who is still going strong today, and John E.B., who 
is known for pushing the envelope on shortboard sup 
surfing and competing in the first sup surf comps. Another 
East Coast icon is Iain McFarland, whom I met while 

competing in the 2009 NKF 
event; we became close 
friends and training partners. 
When I realized I couldn’t 
beat Iain in racing, I started 
providing him raceboards and 
sponsoring him in contests. 
He went on to win every 
mAJor sup race in the state 
in 2010 and finished top 30 in 
California’s Rainbow Sandals 

Gerry Lopez Battle of the Paddle that year. 

Another Cocoa Beach native, Justin DeBree, in 2008 
paddled to Georgia from Key Biscayne, Florida, a total 
of 420 miles, setting the world record for the longest 
standup paddleboard journey at that point as a benefit for 
the World Skin Cancer Foundation. The Slater brothers 
(Kelly, and bros Sean and Steven) hold a surf competition 
each year in Cocoa Beach to benefit the same charity. I 
was asked to help organize and surf in the first sup surf 
exhibition heat at their 2010 event. 

While living in southern Florida, television shows featured 
me standup paddleboarding, and in 2008 the Travel 
Channel’s “Bridget’s Sexiest Beaches” show featured me 
teaching host Bridget Marquardt how to sup in the Florida 
Keys. Other media exposure followed, like the 30-minute 

“In one early sup surf contest, the 
professional surfing judges were 

actually subtracting points if 
competitors used their paddles for 

maneuvers on the wave!”

With Kelly Slater at the Slater brothers' annual Florida charity surf event.   //    Another podium for Middleton: the 2010 Cocoa Beach NKF Pro-Am.

http://www.worldskincancerfoundation.com/
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segment of me on “Just Down The Road” and NBC’s 
“First Look” that helped propel the popularity of the new 
sport.

2012: Florida Sup Heats Up
By 2012, Florida was right up there with Hawaii and 
California in sup popularity. The Eastern Surfing 
Association (ESA) added sup as a competitive surfing 
class. I finished 2nd place for that season, between two 
young men who would go on to become great friends and 
world class pro competitors: Fisher and Kieran Grant. 

I moved to Cocoa Beach, Florida, in 2009 to be nearer 
my dying father, where I leased out a run-down waterfront 
lodge, making it into a sup destination. From 2009–2014 
I grew my “SoBe Surf & SUP Resort,” and in 2011 
Kona Brewing Company hired me to help launch their 
coconut-flavored beer in Florida (Cocoa Brown), which 
has a standup paddler on the label. This began a long-
lasting relationship with me as one of their pro athlete 
ambassadors. We held an event that included a great 
luau and paddle clinic for the mAJor media reps and 
Kona execs at my sup resort. This led to more media 
exposure for the sport (Wall Street Journal, Men’s Health, 
etc.). SoBe Surf & SUP is where Candice Appleby (also 
a Kona ambassador) and Anthony Vela held their first-
ever “Precision Paddling Clinics” that are now so popular 
today, and where Annabel Anderson stayed and trained 
for several weeks just before winning her first BOP title. 
Many other top sup athletes visited during those years…
good memories. 

Dad’s Passing…Embrace of the Sup Ohana
The day before the 2010 Battle of the Paddle kicked 
off, my cell phone rang as I was finishing up a run in the 
deep sand on the shores of Doheny Beach, Dana Point. 
It was my brother. He informed me that my father (and 
best friend who had helped me build the first sup paddles 
from his garage), R.B Middleton, had breathed his last 
breath five minutes earlier. I’ll never forget how the sup 
community loved and comforted me, helping to form 
friendships that I will always be thankful for. This is what I 
appreciate most about our worldwide sup community. 

Now I am maturing with the sport, judging more contests 
than I compete in— and I’m genuinely surprised at how 
much I enjoy judging sup surf contests. I understand the 
sport inside out, and I truly want all the competitors to 
do well and to be scored competently and fairly without 
bias. As a competitor, I know what is like to be ripped 
off by judges who have an agenda or who just don’t 
understand performance sup surfing, and I want to make 
a difference. 

I remember in one early sup surf contest, everyone was 
scratching their heads at who was winning heats, only 
to find out the professional surfing judges (with zero 
sup experience) were actually subtracting points if sup 
surfers used their paddles for maneuvers while surfing 
the wave! In 2012 I was hired by event director Mitch 
Varnes to direct the Olukai sup surf pro portion of the 1st 
Annual Ron Jon’s Beaches and Boards Fest, a pro surf 

contest that included the ASP Juniors. The contest was 
started to set a higher bar for East Coast surf contest 
professionalism. We brought in paid judges who knew 
sup surfing, and whom I instructed on judging criteria. 

Also, to keep spectators’ interest, I realized we needed 
to have good play-by-play description as the heats 
unfolded, so I took the mic and became the announcer. 
I knew most of the competitors and was knowledgeable 
and passionate about the sport. Up until then, most 
contest MCs either ignored the sup surf heats or 
made derogatory remarks about them. Most of the 
top competitors came. We had overhead surf, and the 
contest was a success, setting the bar for East Coast sup 
surf competition quality and standards ever since. At the 
same event this year (2016), I was hired to run the Olukai 
Supsquatch rides using Archie Kalepa’s own board that 
was shipped from Hawaii…what a blast!

I am so excited about what the next 10 year’s adventure 
of life will bring, and about continuing to make a positive 
difference in the standup paddling community and 
industry worldwide. I care deeply for all of you, and know 
if we stay the waterman’s course of love, honor, faith, 
strength, integrity, and family values, our paddleboard 
world will always get better. Aloha! -Girard

(Below) Fulfillment of a 10-year dream: 2016 grand opening of 
Girard’s SoBe Surf & Paddle, Merritt Island, FL. (Bottom) With shop 
dog Kona on the Cocoa Beach Tourism Bureau’s billboard.
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